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Abstract: This paper describes the design of intelligent, collaborative operating
rooms based on highly intuitive, natural and multimodal interaction. Intelligent op-
erating rooms minimize surgeon’s focus shifts by minimizing both the focus spatial
offset (distance moved by surgeon’s head or gaze to the new target) and the movement
spatial offset (distance surgeon covers physically). These spatio-temporal measures
have an impact on the surgeon’s performance in the operating room. I describe how
machine vision techniques are used to extract spatio-temporal measures and to inter-
act with the system, and how computer graphics techniques can be used to display vi-
sual medical information effectively and rapidly. Design considerations are discussed
and examples showing the feasibility of the different approaches are presented.
Keywords: posture recognition, behavior analysis, intelligent rooms.

1 Introduction

Intelligent systems can assist in improving safety and performance during surgery in many ways.
Intelligent operating rooms assist the surgeon in time- and safety-critical situations. Multimodal cues
from humans and the environment can be used to extract behavior, which in turn can be used to derive
contextual and event information. Some of these behaviors include, for example, whether there are
distractions, whether the subject is busy with certain tasks or how frequently the doctor switches his
focus of attention.

1.1 Previous research

Hansen [1] studied focus shift in the operation room and he used the terms focus spatial offset and
movement spatial offset. Focus spatial offset is the change in the doctor’s gaze as a result of focusing
in a new spot. Conversely, movement spatial offset results from the doctor’s change in position. It is
possible to perform basic behavior analysis of body language in order to determine which type of offset
of attention occurs in any point in time.

1.2 Hypothesis

With behavioral information the following questions could be answered:

1. How can surgeon’s behavioral cues be leveraged to improve the Operating room (OR) layout dy-
namically?

2. How can innovative channels of interactions in this enhanced layout minimize unnecessary focus
shifts?
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3. How can the doctor and the operating room collaborate to display time sensitive visual information
effectively?

Our hypothesis is that a reconfigurable smart operating room can organize the displayed information
in such a way that unnecessary focus shifts are minimized. This has an impact on the surgery performance
time. Moreover, with the adoption of natural modalities of interaction, unnecessary instructions to the
nurses will be eliminated. This also has an impact on the task completion time.

1.3 Previous works

Previous research has demonstrated the negative effects of attention shift on the performance of
cognitive and motor tasks [2], [3]. A study conducted by Godell et al., [4] looked at virtual reality
laparoscopic surgical simulation tasks designed to replicate the levels of cognitive and motor demands in
surgical procedures, and found that there was a 30-40% increase in task completion time in the distracted
vs. undistracted condition.

Recent advances have been proposed to counteract unnecessary distracting behavior through the
integration of doctor behavior analysis and context awareness into the operating room [5], [6].

The analysis of body language is critical in determining when the surgeon is operating or analyzing
medical imagery or just chatting with the staff. Providing the intelligent operating room with the ability to
understand the doctor’s behavior and the context of the situation allows the projection of patient imagery
in the area that allows the least shift of focus and the most optimal interaction space. Thus, focus shift is
reduced and task performance is improved.

For example, when a surgeon interacts with a particular display to obtain information which must
be cross checked with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images obtained previously, in the current
operating room’s layout, she will need to move to the main control (see Fig 1). This causes focus
and spatial shifting and hence distraction and unintended delay. An intelligent operating room can use
the surgeon’s body language to determine that she is currently interacting with a control and can then
determine the best orientation and position to project the patient MRI imagery.

A doctor’s assistance system mitigates shift of focus and distractions because it senses the center of
the surgeon’s attention through context and uses this knowledge to display relevant patient imagery at this
attention point. The system also provides a sterile interface for interaction with the visual information
in the spot where the surgeon is already standing, thereby avoiding spatial shift. In this paper, torso and
head orientation can be used to find the focus of attention and the context of the event, and how gestures
and voice can be combined to interact with medical imagery is discussed. This concept is depicted in
Figure 1. Also, by extracting the dynamics of head pose (eye gaze) and hand gestures, it may be possible
to identify those attention shifts which are associated with premeditated or task-oriented attention shifts.
For example, a hand gesture oriented to the display combined with gaze directed towards it may indicate
that the attention shift was goal-oriented. If the surgeon is bored or distracted he would likely not point
to the display. Intelligent environments could use this semantic information to assist doctors and improve
the safety and comfort of their interactions and surroundings.

Examples from two different real-time working systems to support collaborative work: real-time
pose, posture and head orientation recognition, and a sterile hand gesture recognition system for display-
ing medical imagery.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section two covers previous work, and a de-
scription of the methodology proposed for displaying imagery and interacting with the intelligent room
are presented in section three. A concluding discussion appears in section four.
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2 Related Work

A large amount of research has recently been conducted on intelligent rooms based on the detection of
human behaviors and supporting collaborative work with the room. Many of these examples use machine
vision techniques to extract important clues, such as head-gaze orientation and posture patterns. They
also use computer graphics techniques to display the visual information with high detail and accuracy
using special displays or projectors. To interact with the room, voice, body and hand gestures are the
prominent channels of natural communication.Below, an overview of related research pertaining to the
health-care scenario is presented.

2.1 Intelligent Rooms

Traditional intelligent rooms are multi-modal environments where audible and visible clues are cap-
tured and analyzed exclusively from people’s actions. These systems typically run in real-time, and
utilize embedded sensors small enough as to be unnoticeable by people. Intelligent rooms in collabora-
tive environments, however, allow human-machine interaction.

Recent research has supported the incorporation of sensors that look inside a living or working space
(the room) to observe inhabitant behavior and potentially infer his intent. One of the pioneering works is
the DigitalDesk [7], [8] where a computer display is projected onto the desk, and video cameras pointed
down at the desk feed an image-processing system that can sense what the user is doing. This application
allows users to construct a mixed paper and electronic drawing device. Not surprisingly, some of the
ideas first presented in the DigitalDesk system can now be found in more sophisticated applications.
One example is the multi-touch screen interaction on the current Microsoft Surface [9] device. Current
approaches used in intelligent rooms combine robotics and vision technology with speech understanding
algorithms and distributed agent-based architectures to provide information services in real-time for users
engaged in everyday activities [10].

Real-time three-dimensional people-tracking by a network of video cameras using a rectilinear video
array tracker and an omnidirectional video array tracker (O-VAT) in order to develop a real-time system
for tracking the head and face of a person in an intelligent room is described in [11]. In the GlobeAll
system, [12], a modular four-component prototype for a vision-based intelligent room is developed.
The prototype consists of a video input from an electronic pan-tilt-zoom camera array, which performs
tracking and interpretation. An intelligent room for welfare applications called the "percept-room" was
developed in [13]. The system is capable of detecting human faces and classifying hand postures in
Japanese Sign Language in color images. In the Human Interaction Loop (CHIL) smart room project
[14] perceptual and situation-modeling components are used to provide context-aware services to the
users of the smart room.

Anthropocentric Interfaces based on intuitive and natural aspects is undergoing which is expected to
improve the usability of current systems based on multimodal interaction [15].

The intelligent room reverses the traditional model of teaching the user to interact with computers.
Instead the intelligent room supports natural interaction, enabling the user to feel as if the computer
weren’t there. The smart room research is particularly encouraging: it enabled people to use home
appliances and perform every-day tasks that would be more awkward to do in other ways. Our goal is to
bring these achievements into the operating room in the context of a collaborative support system. The
steps involved in this transition are described in the next sections.

2.2 Smart Displays and Projectors

Smart projectors allow such applications as augmented reality and immersive displays for three di-
mensional video-conferencing, real-time annotation and simulation and complex and high volume im-
agery display. Increasing computing power, smaller projectors and fast graphic cards make projector-
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based interaction an attractive feature for intelligent rooms. For example, a patient’s basic information
and condition could be displayed in his field of view, or an MRI image projected over a patient’s head
could help a surgeon determine more accurately a brain tumor’s location. Projection in side walls is the
method adopted in this work.

Wide screen projection using multiple projectors is a challenging problem since it requires un-
distorting the image, projector calibration and a setting a position and orientation for the projectors,
shadow elimination, and because the image surface is of unknown geometry. If the surface to be pro-
jected over is uneven the problem becomes even more complex. [16] presents an image projection
method that allows arbitrary observer-projector-screen geometries, relying on a robust structured light
approach which can be easily adapted to multi-projector configurations.

An interactive projector automatic calibration process for multi-projector-camera environments is
demonstrated in [17]. This method does not require calibration rigs nor does it assume fixed display
positions; however it requires the cameras to be to be pre-calibrated. This is done through detecting
self-identifying tags projected in freely moving targets. Overlapping tiled projected images are obtained
from multiple steerable projectors in [18]. The projectors operate simultaneously and misalignments on
the projected image are corrected through a preliminary process. In addition the authors present a virtual
synchronization method based on the dynamic memory architecture for the projectors. A high resolution
video display system using multiple projectors to build a surround video display system is presented in
[19]. Bhasker et al. [20] suggested a registration technique allowing severely distorted projectors to be
used which opens up the possibility of mounting inexpensive lenses on projectors. This technique can
handle imperfect and uncalibrated devices in planar multi-projector displays. More specifically, it can
correct for geometrically imperfect projectors and photometrically uncalibrated cameras. Approaches
to solve occlusion and the resulting blinding light are reported in [21] related to front projection. An
algorithm based on a distributed calibration framework for multi-projector displays where the projectors
cooperatively re-estimate the poses of all projectors during actual display use is discussed in [22].

2.3 Hand Gesture Recognition in Healthcare

Natural hand poses and gestures are used to control, teach, treat and manipulate systems in diverse
areas of the healthcare environment. Gestures can be used to control the distribution of resources in a
hospital, to interact with medical instrumentation, visualization displays, to help handicapped users as an
alternative interface to computers and as part of rehabilitation therapy. When the hands are attached to
sensors to provide haptic (tactile and force) feedback, a surgeon’s gestures can be used to perform long
distance surgeries with the help of telerobots. Additional systems use voice, gaze and gestures together,
profiting from the combined advantages of these modalities to convey richer and redundant information.

Some gesture concepts have been exploited for improving medical procedures and systems. The
"come as you are" requirement is addressed in FAce MOUSe [23], where a surgeon can control the mo-
tion of the laparoscope by simply making the appropriate face gesture, without hand or foot switches or
voice input. Current research to incorporate hand gestures into doctor-computer interfaces has appeared
in Graetzel et al.[24]. They developed a computer vision system that enables surgeons to perform stan-
dard mouse functions (pointer movement and button presses) with hand gestures while addressing the
"intuitiveness" requirement. A hand gesture tracking device for browsing MRI images in the operating
room (OR), called "Gestix" was developed in [25] and it was validated in a real brain biopsy (see Figure
1). "Gestix" addressed both the "come as you are" and "intuitiveness" requirements by providing a nat-
ural effective interface. The "comfort" requirement is fulfilled in "WearIT@work" [26], a RFID reader
is used to identify the patient and to interact with the hospital information system (HIS) using gestures
to fill out exams and prescriptions. This project ensures sterility. However, since this is an encumbered
interface, the "come as you are" requirement is violated.

From the patient side, the most prominent requirements in a hand gesture interface system are "User
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Figure 1: A surgeon using Gestix to browse medical images

adaptability and feedback" and "come as you are" because impaired users may be limited in the classes
of gestures that they can learn and the devices that they can wear. In this context, wheelchairs as mobility
aids have been enhanced with robotic/intelligent vehicles able to recognize the user’s commands indi-
cated by hand gestures [27]. The Gesture Pendant [28] is a wearable gesture recognition system that can
be used to control home devices and provides additional functionality as a medical diagnostic tool. The
"user adaptability and feedback" requirement is addressed in Staying Alive[29], which is a virtual reality
imagery and relaxation tool which allows cancer patients to navigate through a virtual scene. A haptic
glove attached to the hand was used to rehabilitate post-stroke patients in the chronic phase in [30].

These reviewed systems indicate that hand gesture interfaces in medical domains still represent a
novel area of research and that few systems are currently in use in healthcare environments. Nevertheless,
current works highlight the potential of gestures as a natural modality for assisting in the advancement
of medical research and surgery, and indicate the need for additional research and evaluation procedures
so that such systems can be widely adopted.

3 Methods

In this section, the philosophy behind the design of our system is presented, and how to develop an
"intelligent" operating room based on off-the shelf hardware (a servo controlled projector, four pan-tilt-
zoom cameras, four microphones, and a controlled connected to a dedicated computer) is described. The
system consists of four sub-systems: (a) steerable projectors, (b) focus of attention determination, (c)
hand gesture interaction and (d) speech interaction. First the surgeon’s posture, pose and orientation are
tracked and detected. This information is sent to the steerable projector, which controls a servo-mirror
where the projector ray is deflected. The head orientation is used to determine the closest wall in front of
the surgeon where the medical imaging can be reflected. The projection system is activated only when
the surgeon is standing straight and staring at a wall, and also evokes a command by saying "computer-
project-now". Once the image is projected, the surgeon can interact with the images using hand gestures
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and voice commands. The system is turned off when the surgeon performs a specific gesture command.
These functionalities are described in the schema presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Architecture for the Intelligent Operating Room

In the following sub-sections the subsystems are described in greater detail. Most emphasis is given
to focus of attention and hand gesture interaction because those are the most difficult challenges of this
environment as showed in previous research. Steerable projectors and speech recognition are the focus
of future work.

3.1 Steerable Projectors for non-uniform projection surfaces

A steerable projector allows us to move the projected image in real time such that the projected
image is in front of the surgeon, perpendicular to his torso. The implementation of the steerable projector
proposed here is similar to [31] where a standard digital projector is combined with a mirror attached
to a pan-tilt unit. This approach is more compact and much cheaper than standard steerable projectors.
This model includes the internal parameters of the projector, the projector pose, the pose of the pan-
tilt mirror system, and the internal details of the mirror system. By changing the pan and tilt angles
programmatically, the mirror rotates about the pan and tilt axes respectively and the projected image
changes in turn.

The transformation between the projector pose and the mirror pose can be calculated through a cal-
ibration process. Since the pan-tilt angles will have an impact on the registration process between the
projected image and the camera model of the 3D view, the use of a fixed set of projector poses is sug-
gested, one for each wall, to reflect the surgeon’s possible orientations: upper abdominal procedures are
usually performed with the surgeon standing in the midline; central and pelvic operations are generally
performed with the surgeon on the lateral side of the patient [32].

Therefore, a set of four reflected projector poses is calculated, one for each mirror pose. Each pair
of θ and ϕ values results in a different mirror pose and hence a different set of projected corner points
on the surface. The rigid transform from the reflected projector position for each of those mirror poses is
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Figure 3: Concept image from the intelligent operating room

calculated using the procedure detailed in [33]. This requires the use of a camera to capture the projected
image on the display surface, and assumes that the display surface is uneven. Since in our case the
display surface could potentially be any wall around the surgeon, a pan/tilt/zoom camera dedicated to the
projector is allocated, in addition to those used to capture the surgeon postures. Let the display surface
be represented in a 3D mesh. I try to find the transform that relates a given 2D pixel in the projector
image plane (Z), to a 3D pixel in the display surface (K), given that the place of the camera is so that the
same point (V) appears in the camera image as Z’. See Figure 4.

Figure 4: . Camera and Projector 3D view geometry representation

Each point x = (x,y,w)T in the uneven display surface is a result of a ray originated in the center
of the projector Op traversing the projector plane in point Z = (ûp, v̂p), which in turn appears on the
image captured by the pan/tilt camera as point Z ′ = (c, v̂c). The goal is to find the static parameter f for
every point relating the projector plane and the display surface. Knowing the internal parameters of the
projector, and the internal parameters of the camera and the homogeneity matrix, [33] show that each
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sample point K in the 3D mesh follows can be found using (1):
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where p is the rotation 3x3 matrix, p̂ is the translation 3x1 vector, and f is the parametric scalar value.
It is possible to show that the parameter f can be estimated using traditional correspondence approaches,
or using predictive methods such as particle filtering or Kalman filters. In [33] a bank of Lalman-filters
were used to find the correspondences between the projector pixel Z and the projected point K, one filter
for each point Z. To reduce the complexity of the process, in every frame only one point Z is selected
for matching. Once a point is selected using a certain method (pseudo-randomly, distance based, feature
detector), a patch around the neighboring pixels is selected. This patch is cross-correlated with the
predicted location on the camera’s image, and close to the epipolar line. Once the new coordinate is
found on the camera’s image, the parameters for the 3D mesh are updated. This process corrects the
projected image over the uneven surface so that curves and discontinuities are not perceived by the
viewer, however errors (maximum 6.78mm and mean 2.41mm) similar to [33] are expected. Sensitivity
studies based on these errors are the focus of future work.

3.2 Focus of attention determination

In this section, it is shown that by extracting the surgeon’s head orientation (which will be used
as a proxy for eye gaze) and torso posture and orientation (which are indicators of the action being
performed), it may be possible to identify focus spatial offset and movement spatial offset which are
associated with attention shifts. In the first case, gaze orientation helps us to know where to project the
medical imagery (which wall to use as the display surface). In the second case, torso position (standing
straight or bent) indicates the surgeon’s possible intention: interaction with the patient, interaction with
the medical imaging display or other activity.

Our method to extract head and torso position, posture and orientation is to look at each body config-
uration as a different class: for example, the following notation describes the current state of a surgeon:
s1 = standing, torso 90 degrees, facing 0 degrees. Thus, in this section, a multi-class classifier based on
parts-based models is described to find each of these configurations. The approach is briefly described for
object detection using single and multi-class detectors, in the context of US marine detection, as a case
study only, but it is clear that the same approach can be applied to any person. First, it is described the
feature extraction process from patches (or parts) and then the basic and shared classifiers are discussed.

3.2.1 Dictionary Creation
Initially, a dictionary is created from square sub-region patches extracted from a set of images per

class, similar to [34]-these are also called "features". Each image is convolved with a filter from a bank
of filters, grayscale normalized and re-scaled to a standard scale of 128x48 for the standing and 64x48
for marines kneeling. Then patches are selected in x, y locations found using an interest point detector. In
those locations patches are extracted from all the filtered images. Each patch is associated with the place
from where it was extracted, relative to the center of the object. This location information is stored in
two vectors containing the x, y offset distances respectively lx, ly, after applying a blurred delta function
to them. Hence, each entry i in the dictionary has the form vi={filter, patch, lx, ly, image no.}. If 8 images
per class are used to create the dictionary, 20 patches are extracted per image, a bank of 4 filters is used,
and by classifying into 8 classes, a total of 640 entries is obtained. The procedure is shown in Figure 5.

3.2.2 The feature vectors
The training set is created from a sample set of images excluding those used for the dictionary

creation. For each of the eight (classes) objects I found all the images that include that type of object. In
each image, feature vectors are obtained using the following method:
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Figure 5: . . Dictionary entries: patches selected randomly (on the left image) are convolved with a bank
of filters. The position of the patches is represented by the location matrix (right). Since the red patch
is at almost the same horizontal position and at the top, relative to the center, the position matrix has a
bright spot

1. Scale all the images in the training set so the object of interest is bounded by a rectangle of size
128x48 and 64x48 (region of interest, ROI) for standing and kneeling respectively, and the images are
not larger than 200x200.

2. For each image j normalized in scale, each entry i of the dictionary is applied to it: this means
that this image is convolved with the filter in entry i, and convolved again with a Gaussian to smooth
the response. Next, it is cross-correlated with the patch in entry i, yielding a strong response where this
patch appears in the filtered image. Finally, the 1D filters lx and ly are applied to the cross-correlated
image, effectively "voting" for the object center. This is summarized in (2):

vi(x,y) = [(I∗ fi)⊗Pi]
∗lT

x ly (2)

Where * is the convolution operator, ⊗ is the normalized cross correlation operator, vi(x,y) is the
feature vector entry i, f is a filter, P is a patch, and lx and ly are the x,y location vectors with respect to
the center of the image respectively.

Each training feature vector is coupled with a class label (1 to 8) and -1 for negative samples. For
a sample set of 25 images per class, 4000 negative and 200 positive samples are obtained, with 640
features, see Figure 6.

3.2.3 Sharing the features effectively
In this section I briefly describe the joint boosting algorithm used for multi-class multi-view object

detection. For a more detailed discussion, refer to [35]. A boosting algorithm is an additive model where
weak learners are sequentially added to form a strong classifier. For the multiclass case, the strong learner
is defined as:

H(v,c) =

M∑
m=

hm(v,c) (3)

Where v is the input feature vector, M is the number of boosting iterations, c is a specific class and
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Figure 6: . Positive and negative vector set creation using the dictionary entries and sampling the center
out of the silhouette points. Each sampled point, is a vector, where an entry j in the vector represents the
number of votes assigned by patch Pi

H(v,c)=log P(zc=1|v)/P(zc = -1|v) is the logistic function where z is the membership label (ą1). When
the expectation is replaced by an average over the training data, the cost function can be written as:

Jwse =

C∑
c=

N∑

i=

wc
i (z

c
i −hm(vi,c))

 (4)

Where N is the number of training vectors,wC
i are the weights for sample i and for class c,zC

i is the
membership label for sample i for class c (±1). The weak shared learner, also called, regression "stump"
is defined for the multiclass in (5):

hm(v,c) =





aS if v f
i > θandc ∈ S(n)

bS if v f
i ≤ θandc ∈ S(n)

kc
S if c 6∈ S(n)

(5)

where v f is the component f th from the vector v, θ is a threshold, δ is the indicator function, aS

and bS are regression parameters. S(n) is a subset of the classes labels. Each round of boosting consists
of selecting the shared "stump" and the shared feature f that minimizes (3), from the subset of classes
S(n), in the following stated procedure: Pick a subset of classes S(n). Search all the components f of the
feature vector v, for each component, search over all the discrete values of θ and for each couple {f, θ},
find the optimal regression parameters aS and bS using (6-8). Finally, select {f,θ , aS, bS} that minimizes
(4).

as( f ,θ) =

∑
c∈S(n)

∑
i wc

i zc
i δ (v f

i > θ)
∑

c∈S(n)

∑
i wc

i δ (v f
i > θ)

(6)

bs( f ,θ) =

∑
c∈S(n)

∑
i wc

i zc
i δ (v f

i ≤ θ)
∑

c∈S(n)

∑
i wc

i δ (v f
i ≤ θ)

(7)

kc =

∑
i wc

i zc
i∑

i wc
i

(8)
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Therefore a shared weak learner is associated with a set of 6 parameters {f, θ , aS,bS, kc, Sn} of
the subset of classes selected. It is more efficient to keep a pointer to the entry in the dictionary from
which f was obtained rather than keeping the whole feature vector (Figure 7 displays all the entries
in the dictionary). This will also provides us with the patch, filter and location vectors entries in the
dictionary which will be used for the detection stage. This new weak learner is added to the previous
accumulated learner, for each training example: H(vi, c)= H(vi, c)+hm(vi, c) where hm is computed for
the optimal subset of classes. The optimal subset of classes is the one that minimize the misclassification
error by selecting a feature shared by those classes. Finally, the chain of weak learners is stored in the
accumulated learner.

Figure 7: Dictionary entries selected by the multiclass Adaboost

3.2.4 Detection
To detect an object of class c in a test image I need to compute the score for every pixel in the image,

provided by the strong classifier H(v,c) evaluated in all the pixels. If the score exceeds some threshold
the object is detected. In order to calculate H(v,c) I use the following procedure.

I find all the shared weak learners that shares class c, and for each sharing weak learner:
1. Obtain the 4-tuple {f, θ , as, bs} from the weak learner. Since f is associated with an entry in

the dictionary, I retrieve the corresponding filter, patch and vectors Lx, Ly from the dictionary, and apply
them to the test image using (1).

2. Calculate hm(v)= aδ (v f > θ)+b where Vf is the image obtained in the previous step. Finally I add
up all the weak learners. Each weak learner votes for the center of the object sought, and it is expressed
by a grayscale image obtained in step 2. The accumulated image will have bright pixels where the weak
learners "agreed" about the center of the object in the "voting space". A maximum in the accumulated
image indicates the probability to find the object in that location.

Each strong detector of a different class outputs an accumulated image. Thus, it is possible that more
than one strong detector will vote for the same (or very close) pixel coordinates. This situation is not
rare since some postures are very similar. To solve this conflict, peaks that are closer than a given radius
are clustered together, and the resulting class of the detection is the one from the class with the highest
maximum.

3.2.4.1 Torso and head orientation
The maximum voting schema, from the strong detector results, is one class from the four possible
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classes. Each class is associated with a torso orientation. Class 1 to 4 corresponds to 0, 90, 180, 270
degrees of rotation in the azimuth axes of the torso, accordingly. Once the class is selected, a bounding
box with the size equal to the average size of the dictionary annotated boxes for that class, and which
center corresponds to the peak of the maximum votes. A color bounding box with an arrow in the
direction of the torso is plotted on the image tested to represent the direction where the torso is rotated
towards. For head orientation, which is our proxy for gaze direction (this assumption holds when the
object visualized is far enough from the observer, a different multiclass detector was trained around
the head of the subject. This additional multi-class classifier was trained to detect the head in four
orientations. The torso detection is performed first and determines a limited search region for the head.
Experiments yielded the top 1/7th of the body detection area with added margins above the top to be a
sufficient head search region. Should multiple body postures have been detected, a heuristic increases
the search region, taking nearby body detections into account.

Figure 8: . Examples of head and torso recognition procedure in different scenarios

3.3 Hand Gesture Interaction

A hand gesture interaction system used in the OR for doctors/surgeons should follow the following
specifications [36]: (1) Real time feedback and operation; (2) Low fatigue; (3) High intuitiveness; (4)
Robust to unintended action; (5) Robust recognition; (6) Easy to use and to learn; (7) unencumbered (no
wired attached). Following this considerations, our approach is described next.

3.3.1 Approach
Four pan/title/zoom network cameras placed in the vertices of the operating room’s ceiling captures

a sequence of images of the hand. The hand is tracked by a tracking module which segments the hand
from the background using color and motion information. To clean the main object, morphological
image processing operations are used. The location of the hand is represented by the 2D coordinates of
its centroid which is sampled continuously resulting in a trajectory. These trajectories are mapped into a
set of commands. For example, a flick gesture is the rapid movement of the hand from a neutral position
to a specific direction, and return to the original position. ’Flick’ gestures are used to navigate through the
projected image on the walls of the OR. The doctors/surgeons intended actions/commands are recognized
by extracting features from the spatio-temporal data of the gestures. Using the corresponding commands
to which the gestures are associated, doctors can bring up X-rays images, select a patient record from the
database or annotate a region on the image. A two layer architecture is used. The lower level provides
tracking and recognition functions, while the higher level manages the user interface.

As opposed to field conditions, may raise challenges related to limited lighting conditions and unfixed
environments. We plan to address this problem using simulation under operating room conditions to
obtain a better assessment of system’s performance.

3.3.2 Hand Segmentation and Tracking
A 2D histogram is generated in real-time during ’calibration’ from the doctor’s hand. The calibration

process is initiated when the user places his hand slowly into a boundary without touching the screen.
This, in turn, is used to build a hand color distribution model. A pixel at location (x, y) is converted to the
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probability that the pixel is classified as a hand (or gloved hand), in any frame using the 2D histogram
lookup table created earlier (Figure 9).

Figure 9: . User hand skin color calibration

In order to avoid false motion clues originated by non-hand motion in the calibration phase, a back-
ground maintenance procedure was developed. First, an initial image of the background is created.
Changes are detected background differencing. When this difference is coherently significant, I assume
that the present object is a hand. The background stored image is updated using a running smoothed
average (9).

Bk(i, j) = λ × f (i, j)+(−λ )×Bk−(i, j) (9)

Where, Bk is the updated stored background image at frame k, Bk− is the stored background image
at frame k-1, λ is the smoothing coefficient (regulates update speed), f(i, j) is the current background
image at frame k.

To track the hand, CAMSHIFT is used [37]. It uses a probability distribution image comprised
of pixels representing hand colors. This hand image is created from a 2D hue-saturation skin color
histogram [38]. A histogram is used as a look-up-table to convert the acquired camera images of the
hand into corresponding hand pixels, a process known as back projection. In the original CAMSHIFT
algorithm the probability of a pixel belonging to the hand is determined by the grayscale value of the
pixel only. In lieu of using color probability alone, I modify it with motion information according
to (2) to represent a hand pixel probability. The relative weights between color and motion are shifted
according to the amount of motion in the scene resulting in an adaptive fusion system. Using the centroid
and size of the hand pixel an iterative procedure based on a generalization of the mean shift algorithm
[39]. is used to update the tracking window at each frame. Thresholding to black and white followed
by morphological operations is used to obtain a single component for further processing to classify the
gestures.

3.3.3 Operation
The gesture interface can be used to browse medical databases and manipulate the projected imagery

such as X-rays and MRIs. The finite state machine in Figure 10 illustrates the operational modes with
the gesture interface. After the calibration procedure dynamic gestures are used to browse images and
hand poses are used to switch between modes of operation. The central area in the middle of the frame
is called the "neutral area", see Figure 11.

When a doctor decides to perform a specific operation on a medical image, he/she places the hand in
the ’neutral area’ momentarily, which will be followed by the zoom posture or rotation pose gesture.
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Figure 10: State machine for the gesture-based medical browser

Figure 11: Four quadrants mapped to cursor movements
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Navigation gestures are designed to browse through a medical data browser projected on the wall.
The immersion sense is created by representing 3D objects, where each image is a side of a cube and
arranged in numerous levels. The cube can be rotated CW and CCW, and moved up and down in the
vertical direction to exhibit various levels on the screen. Hence, any image on the screen can be accessed
directly by four navigation commands. A ’flick’ gesture is performed when a doctor/surgeon moves the
hand out from a ’neutral area’ toward any of four directions, and then back to the neutral area. Interaction
is designed in such a way that the gestures commands are carried out only when the doctor’s body posture
is standing still, instead of bending towards the patient (which may indicate that the surgeon is operating).

Zoom is used to change the size of an image. When the zoom-mode is triggered, the size of image
changes according to the proximity of the palm to the camera. To go back to the normal mode, the hand
is moved out from the neutral area to any of the 4 directions. The "zoom mode" is activated, when the
hand is in the neutral area, rotates suddenly CCW by 90ş.

Rotation is achieved through the rotation of a sterilized straight instrument hold on the doctor’s hand.
In rotation mode, the angle to which the medical image is rotated is determined by the angle made by the
instrument and the horizontal axis, in increments of 90ş. The orientation’s instrument can be found using
the Probabilistic Hough Transform (pHT). Only lines on the nearby proximity of the hand are considered
(2.5 times around the interaction window).

To avoid the recognition of unintentional gestures, when the doctor wants to stop temporarily the
operation of the hand gesture recognition system, he can either gaze down towards the patient, or user
moves the hand to the lowest part of the screen, keeping it within the screen boundaries. To return to
the "normal mode" a wake up gesture is used whereby the user waves the hand over the small rectangle
in the upper left corner of the screen. This is useful when the doctor wishes to discuss details on the
projected image without being "tracked" by the system.

3.4 Speech Interaction

One of the main goals regarding the intelligent operating room is twofold: (a) identify the user (ID
tagging) automatically and (b) to recognize spoken utterances. The first goal, on one hand grants the user
(either a nurse or the main surgeon) access to digital patient records and medical imaging tools according
to the privileges that have been assigned to him, and on the second hand allows the room to keep track of
the subject when ambiguity occurs due to light changing, occlusions and merging of several subjects. If
I want to allow only the surgeon to manipulate and annotate the patient’s medical images during surgery,
the operation will be activated only when spoken utterances are recognized by the room as belonging
to the surgeon’s voice. To achieve this goal, the users will be required to say the word "login" [38] and
compared to prototype feature vectors using some distance measure, such as maximum likelihood. For
every participant in the OR, a profile is created and matched to the existing profiles in order to assess the
level of permission that needs to be granted.

The second goal involves the recognition of words and sentences using off-the-shelf voice recog-
nition software, called "DragonDictate", which can explicitly build continuous speech and context-free
recognition grammars [39]. To transmit the speech to the recognition module, multiple microphones are
used. Since I want to keep the sterility requirements, the microphones are not attached to the doctors.
Instead, the microphones are set-up in key locations on the OR’s ceiling.

Voice commands are used to evoke functions that are very difficult to map to hand gestures since
there is no natural association between them. For example, to retrieve medical images of the patient
being operated, the surgeon can say the patient’s name. To discriminate between environment noise,
which can mistakenly being recognized as a command, the user has to start the command by saying
"system" shortly followed by the command to be carried out. This approach was suggested in [39] in the
context of smart rooms, where the vision recognition and audio recognition modules are independent,
and hence it fits the requirements for the operation room. Environment noise can still be too high and
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interfere with the interaction. We plan to test these scenarios in further work.

4 Conclusions and Future Works

This work presents one possible application for smart rooms: the intelligent, collaborative operating
room. By monitoring the surgeon’s activities while performing surgery, the system can collaborate with
her by displaying relevant medical imaging information in a convenient location in the OR. The OR
depends on the surgeon’s body language as the essential key to understanding his focus of attention.
One goal of the suggested approach is to use computer vision techniques to detect body postures and
gaze to determine focus of attention. Smart projectors combined with computer graphics techniques
are used to project medical imaging in front of the surgeon, based on the knowledge provided by the
posture recognizer. Person-detection with simultaneous human body posture recognition is achieved
using parts-based models and a multiclass boosting approach: each body part is matched with the image
captured by the camera, and each part votes for the center of the person. Focus of attention is assessed by
simultaneous detection of the surgeon’s posture and orientation. Detection and classification are possible
since features of different human postures have shared subspaces as opposed to the non-person class.
One challenge here is the focus on postures that cannot be easily distinguished by their aspect ratio
or silhouette, but rather require a bottom-up approach. Parts-based detection does not require explicit
models, nor the labeling of individual body parts. The detection and posture classifications are performed
in a single pass over the image, and the strength of the recognition is proportional to the ensemble of
votes from parts patches.

A vision-based system is used for interaction with the medical images,. It recognizes the surgeon’s
gestures in real-time which are used to browse, zoom and rotate the images projected on the wall in front
of him. The system is user independent since it is calibrated using a multi-modal two step procedure:
first the user’s ID is recognized using a voice identification system, then cameras are used to model the
gamut of colors of the surgeon’s hand. Camshift is used to track the hand, which allows dynamic hand
gesture navigation control. The decision to use hand gestures as the main modality of interaction is
based on previous work done by the author [25], where it was shown that hand gesture interaction in the
operating room is the preferred modality of interaction by the doctors in the OR, due to their proficiency
at using the hand as their main tool of work. Hand gestures offer the following benefits: (i) Ease of use:
- Surgeons are already quite proficient in their use of hands as a primary work tool, (ii) Rapid reaction: -
hand gesture commands are intuitive and fast, (iii) Unencumbered: - does not require the surgeon to be
wired to any device, and (iv) Sterility: - non contact interaction.

Issues related to image processing performance algorithm under unfixed environments require further
analysis and more robust vision algorithms. For example, in [25] we used only one frontal camera, and
in the current research I implement four. It is not likely that the surgeon will be in front of any of these
cameras. To correct for this, the image need to be re-projected using the homography matrix found in
the calibration process. Still some areas may remain occluded. In future work these challenges will
be addressed and a simulation framework is going to be adopted in order to quantitatively validate the
hypothesis suggested in this work.

Surgeons must command a high level of cognitive and motor skills in order to complete their tasks
successfully. Previous research has shown that during the performance of a specific task, most gaze
changes are related to the task-oriented visual search. Distractions may have an adverse effect on task
performance since they compete with the mental resources allocated for that task. I specifically address
the problem of the distraction to the surgeon, (or shift of focus) required for closer examination of medical
imaging. I alleviate this situation by displaying the medical imaging in a convenient size right in front of
the surgeon, automatically detecting his current orientation.

In more general terms, I believe that hand gesture, body posture and voice recognition can be used
to help an intelligent system understand the context of the work being performed in an operating room.
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Intelligent rooms equipped with hand gesture, body posture and voice recognition capabilities can assist
surgeons in the execution of time-or-safety critical tasks, while providing him/her with natural, intuitive
and easy to use interaction modalities.
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